BVR Publishes Special Report on Monte Carlo Simulations


In BVR’s special report, with an introduction by thought-leader Neil Beaton, CPA/ABV, CFA, ASA, Dufendach and Andrews remove the mysteries surrounding Monte Carlo simulations and clearly explain how to apply this technique to a broad spectrum of valuation issues. They highlight underlying concepts, explain modeling examples and useful applications, and expose potential problems. As a special feature, the report includes online access to worksheets used to generate Monte Carlo examples.

"This report is invaluable for those practitioners wishing to elevate their valuation analyses of complex assignments requiring more than what traditional valuation procedures can provide," said Neil J. Beaton.

Special Report Highlights Include:

- Why Monte Carlo?
- Modeling: Assumptions and Processes
- Useful Applications and Misapplications
- Applications of Oracle Crystal Ball in Business Valuation
- Diagnostics and Interpretation of Results
- GAAP Issues

This special report is delivered via email as a PDF. To learn more or request a review copy, please contact Sarah Andersen at (503) 291-7963 ext. 123 or saraha@bvresources.com.

About BVR
Top business valuation firms depend on BVR for authoritative market data, continuing professional education, and expert opinion. Our customers include business appraisers, certified public accountants, M&A professionals, business brokers, lawyers and judges, private equity funds and venture capitalists, owners, and CFOs, among others. For more information, please visit [www.bvresources.com](http://www.bvresources.com).